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Classroom Philosophy 

 My classroom management philosophy is primarily a mix of  love and logic and CD. This is because I 

believe in understanding and building relationships with my students within a solid discipline and 

behavioral procedures system. I see myself  as a mentor of  young minds but also someone who can openly 

discuss anything with the students. I am also a person who believes in firm discipline as well as having fun 

at the right times, thus I believe that a strict setting and time for fun can belong in a cohesive environment 

for the students. So, as a whole, I see my classroom as both disciplined as well as being able to enjoy the 

little things daily.



First 5 Days

 Day 1: Cover procedures for entering the classroom and phone policy, bathroom 

procedure, and homework turn-in procedure

 Day 2: Go over classroom entrance again, add socializing policy

 Day 3: Go over homework turn-in again, add safety procedures and procedure for 

communicating an absence

 Day 4: Go over phone policy part of  entering the classroom and absence 

communication once more

 Day 5: Add substitute teacher procedure, extra credit procedure, and go over any 

issues with any other procedures from the first other 4 days



Discipline Chart



Connecting with the 
Students 



Attention Getters 
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Grading Format



Letter Home to 
Guardian(s)



Homework Policy



Lesson Plan 
Example



Exam Example



Class setup



What If ?

 My biggest fear is dealing with a student who will simply not cooperate day in and 

day out 

 Step 1: Identify that the student repeats his defiant actions each day

 Step 2: Discuss with the student the issues you are seeing outside of  regular class time

 Step 3: Work with the student to find a solution, if  not cooperative still then work 

with higher up faculty to find another solution for the student and his/her issues
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